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PRACTICAL AND USEFUL INFORMATION
THRILLING ENTRETAINMENT

PADDOCK TOUR / PADDOCK UNLIMITED ACCESS - "Enter the Paddock area and experience the thrilling atmosphere where riders, teams 
and sponsors prepare for the race. 30 Minutes Tour at pre-arranged times on Saturday (9.30-16.00) and Sunday (9.00-15.30) All guests should 
register at the designated desk upon arrival. First Come First Served"

PIT LANE WALK - See what goes on behind the scenes and experience the buzz of the Pit Lane on Saturday and Sunday between sessions at a 
scheduled time. A closer look at the Pit Lane action, the Exclusive reserved area for official MotoGP™ personnel.

PARC FERMÈ & PODIUM EXPERIENCE - One of the most exclusive and unique moments of the day. Have the opportunity to be behind the 
parc fermé attending the Podium Ceremony. Reserved only for Corporate Area clients.

Q&A MotoE™ - Meet and greet with the MotoE riders after the race. Qualified riders will make an appearance in the MotoGP Lounge or common 
areas for Q&A. 

OFFICIAL PROGRAMME - A complimentary copy of the MotoGP™ Official Programme is given to each VIP guest on Sunday. The programme 
contains information on the host circuit, plus all of the teams, riders, entry lists and results-to-date for the season.

VIP Raffle Prizes - Upon arrival at the MotoGP VIP Village™ all guests will be given a lottery voucher by one of our welcoming hostesses, and 
you may be the lucky winner of one of the following exclusive MotoGP™ related gifts: Service Road Tour, Grid Experience, Pit Wall Experience and 
Official Merchandise: Nolan helmet, Oakley sunglasses, Tissot watch and GoPro camera

SUPPORT RACE GRID EXPERIENCE - "Opportunity to be inside the Starting Grid restricted area with the young riders of the Support Races 
Cup attending the lead up to the race start. This service will be offered always within the VIP Raffle Prize and Corpoarte Area clients. Guests can 
access pit lane and grid only with a Dorna representative.

SERVICE ROAD TOUR - This exclusive service gives the chance to see the bikes and riders during the race or practice sessions riding parallel 
to the track on a BMW X5. A VIP coupon is given to all guests at the welcome desk in the MotoGP Lounge or just sign in at the welcome area 
assigned desk. Depending on the GP.  Check if you are the lucky winner for this service. 

PIT WALL EXPERIENCE - Exclusive chance to see qualifying 2 or the start of the race of Moto3™, Moto2™ or MotoGP™ directly from the pit wall.

HELICOPTER SERVICE - Panoramic Flight and transfer premium service. This service is not included in the VIP Village Package but can be 
arranged upon request. 

SHOPPING EXPERIENCE - BMW X5 - Shuttle service at disposal to all guests to access the main shopping area of the circuit. 

LOCATION AND TYPE OF VENUE

FACILITIES AND SERVICES

PARKING - The parking area is located close to the VIP facilities

AC - Air Conditioning

GRANDSTAND - Not covered Tribune. Seats are not reserved. First come First served.

VIEWING AREA - Area with views of the track.

WIFI - Free internet access

TV W/O SOUND - TV Screens with live broadcast from the MotoGP TV Channel without sound

FINE GASTRONOMY

BUFFET BREAKFAST - Rich balanced breakfast selected with a wide variety of international and local cold selections, hot breakfast dishes and 
breakfast beverages served in a buffet style.

SAVORY & SWEET BITES - All day Savory Bites with fresh fruits, cheese, ham and cold cuts.

GOURMET LUNCH - Locally sourced organic food served by our chefs combining local and international flavours.

AFTERNOON TEMPATIONS - Afternoon Temptations served at the buffet.

GOURMET DINNER - Locally sourced organic food served by our chefs combining local and international flavours.

ALL DAY COMPLIMENTARY BAR - All day Bar service including wine and beer. 

OPEN BAR - Open terrace located in the common areas of the VIP structure with bar service.PIT BUILDING/SUITES - Suites located inside the Pit Lane Building offer views of the start / finish, pit lane and MotoGP™ paddock.

TERRACE/MARQUEE - A large, fully-equipped marquee located on the roof of the Pit Lane Building, offer views of the start / finish, pit lane and 
MotoGP™ paddock.

INFIELD/MARQUEE - A large fully-equipped  two tiered marquee located in the grounds inside the circuit, right at the end of the Start/Finish 
Lane and on one of the most exciting corners of the circuit.  

GROUND/MARQUEE - A large fully-equipped marquee with a central open patio located in the Infield adjacent to the MotoGP™ Paddock.

https://vipvillage.motogp.com/?utm_source=motogp.com&utm_medium=Link&utm_campaign=VIP_Village&utm_content=Menu

